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Weight-sensitive pressure pads are for bed and chair monitor use. 
When connected, the pressure pad triggers the monitor when weight 
is removed from the pressure pad alerting the caregiver to respond. 
The alarm automatically resets when the patient returns to the safe 
position, reducing false alarms. 

•• Pads work with all major manufacturer’s alarm monitors 
(UMP/Microtech, Smart, Alimed, Direct Supply Attendant, & 
Graham Field)

•• All pads are constructed with durable vinyl cover, moisture resistant 
and easy to clean.

•• Sensor pads are designed without holes to increase their water 
resistance and lifespan.

•• Classic chair sensor pads can be used on a variety of chairs and 
wheelchairs

•• Slim design provides patients with a comfortable seating 
environment.

•• Excellent sensor function warns caregivers of patients attempting 
to leave chair or bed earlier than most other pads.

•• Large pad size helps reduce false alarms.

FLLOOOOOORRR SSSEEENNNSSSOOOORRR PPPAAADDD
•• Alarm sounds when residents exit the bed and step on 

the pressure-sensitive pad.
•• Large, heavy-duty, nonslip grips ensures that the sensor 

pad does not move.
•• Thin edges let wheelchairs roll onto the pad, and 

prevent residents from accidentally tripping on the pad.
•• Extra large pads measure 20” x 30” ensuring adequate 

coverage. 

AALLLAAAARRRMMMMM DDDOOOOOOOORRR BBBAAAANNNNNNEEEERRRR
•• High visibility combined with a magnetically 

activated alarm creates an effective 
deterrent to wandering.

•• Alarm sounds when the door is opened.
•• Sold with our Basic Premium Magnet Alarm.
•• Attaches to doorpost with hook and loop.
•• Fits doors from 30"– 42" (W)

CCCCHHHHAAAAIIRRRR SSSSEEENNNSSSOOOORRRR PPPAAAADDDD

BBBEEDDD SSSEEENNNSSSOOORRR PPPAAADDD

Classic Chair Sensor Pad 45 day 10110

6 month 10111

1 year 10112

7”x15”

7”x15”

7”x15”

Classic Bed Sensor Pad 45 day 10120

6 month 10121

1 year 10122

10”x30” 

10”x30” 

10”x30” 

Extra Wide Bed Sensor 
Pad

45 day 10130

6 month 10131

1 year 10132

20”x30”

20”x30” 

20”x30” 
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CCCCCHHHHAAAAIIRRRR SSSSSSEEENNNSSSSOOOORRRR PPPAAAADDD

BBBBEEEDDD SSSEEENNSSOOORRR PPPAAADDD
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10161 Protekt Alarm Door Banner System

10161B Protekt Door Banner Only 42”

10161B53 Protekt Door Banner Only 53”

10161B60 Protekt Door Banner Only 60”

10231 Protekt Basic Premium Alarm

Floor Sensor Pad - Basic 1 year 10142 20”x30”
Floor Sensor Pad - Advanced 1 year 10145 20”x30”


